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IQBSBR4L IHTRODUC£ 1ON

GiiHiJRAL IiixiwODUGTIOH
In the theoretical discussion of many ohemioal systems it
is neoeaaary to know the concentrations of both the ions and the non-
Ionised molecules. These concentrations are calculated from the
|egree of ionization °< . For uni- univalent electrolytes <* is "best
riven by the equation '°(= — v.'here A c is the equivalent con-
ductance at the desired concentration :ind/l is the value of the
equivalent conductance at infinite dilution, fr is some function
If the viscos ity of the solution the value of which in sufficiently
lilute solutions may be taken as unity.
aii error of 0.1 c/o in the value of A will produce the follow-
in; error in the calculated concentration of the undissociated mol-
ecules. Table I
Concentration of salt % error in the calculated concentration
Moles per Liter undissociated molecules
0.01 I 1.7
0.001 5 5.8
0.0001 IT - 25.
Sines a small error -in the
A
value produces such a large
error in the calculated value of the concentration of the unionized
olecules in the solution, it is quite necessary to determine the
value as accurately as possible. This value is usually determined
py some method of extrapolation from the A c values in dilute solution,
'for the A„ value itself being a limiting- one cannot be meaaured ex-
perimentally. The best that can be done is to base this extrapol-
p
ation on the aasum^ion that the functional relation between equiv-
alent conductance and concentration which is xound to hold at the
lowest measured concentrations continues to hold down to zero con-
centration.

2There are many empirical formulas recorded in the liter-
ature for expressing the relation of the equivalent conductance to
(the concentration over that concentration range within which reli-
able measurements can he obtained . In the case of weak electrolytes
the Ostwuld Dilution Law (1), fi^l »<„) ^
Ac "i c ~ E
holds true in a large number of cases (2). In the case of strong
•lectrolytes
,
however, the Ostwald Dilution Law does not hold. Such
substances as the 3trong mineral acids, strong bases, and uni-unival-
ent salts do not obey the same laws as do the weak electrolytes.
Among the many empirical formulas which have been put for-
ward in an attempt to obtain a serviceable relation between the
equivalent conductance rid the concentration of the strong elec-
trolyte in solution. the most important are those of ; Jlohlrausch
(3), Hudolphi (4), Van't Ho f (5), Storoh (6), Arrhenius (7), Kraus
and Bray (3), and Bates (9). kuch discussion of these various
equations can be found in the literature so that it is hardly ne-
cessary to enter further into it here. It seems advisable, however,
to bring into a systematic form (Table II) a comparison of the' re-
sults of these equations with the data for a single salt, potassi i i
o
chloride at 18 0, so as to indicate the degree ox concordance be-
tween the various equations and the experimental data in the dilute
(Solutions. The equations of Eudolphi, Van't Hoff , and Storch can
"be shown to be practically mathematically identical with that of
:£ohlrau3ch, so that the values for the latter equation only are tab-
ulated in this group.
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TABLE II
liolos per Iiit • lrai
Ac
isch Kohl.
A*
Kraus
•
Ac
Bates, j
Ac
^ohl • KraUS . Bates
o.o
****
•
*+*
130.03
* *
128.3
*
129.50 • • •
•0001 129.00 129.12 128.1 128.96 .12 .9 .04
.0002 128.70 128.75 127.9 128.68 .05 .8 .02
.0005 128.04 128.04 127.6 128.05 .00 .44 .01
.001 127.27 127.27 127.2 127.32 .00 .07 .05
.002 126.24 126.23 126.3 12 6 • 31 .01 • 06 .07
.005 124.34 124.32 124.41 124.39 .02 .07 .05
.01 122.37 - 122.37 122.42 122.34 .00 .05 .03
.02 119.90 119.90 119.85 119.88 .00 .05 .02
.05 115.69 115.75 115.60 115.68 .06 .09 .01
.1 111 . 9
7
111.94 112.10 111.93 .03 .13 .04
.2 107.90 107.5 7 108.04 167.87 • 33 .14 .03
.5 102.36 102.14 102..33 .22 .05
x
.
98.22 98.167 98.299 .08
**** Values obtained from data of iiohlrausch, corrected to Atomic
Weights of 1911 by Koyes and Falk.
Journal of American Chemical Society Vol. 34. page 461.
. *** Aohlrausch Equation for Calculations, values corrected to
1911 Atomic Weights.
/
A. = 130.10 "\ p r old atomic
A. - A t k - = [ weights.
a " 1000 A = .010870>,
1
Sit£w,ungswberichte der Akademie der Wisoenschaft&n zu Berlin 1900
Vol. Hp ge 1602
at* Araus jSquation
c
/ —
A C »*.c
Ao *w
" K t k-
A. 128.3
K - 0.080
k' = 2.707
h, , 0.763
Journal of American Chemical Society Vol. 35 page 1412.
* B^tes E oation /\.- 129.50
fAc ->tc A
5
" /-I
/ —
K - -3.5905
a/ 4.020
k - .07 75
Principles of physical _Qh§m±3try, _lgt # ..p A 216. Washburn.
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As may bo seen in Table II and the aacompanying figure^, each
of these equations expresses the experimental data more or less sat-
isfactory in certain parts of the curve. However In that part of
the curve where reliable experimental data are not at hand each of
the equations differs from the others. Owing to the fact that the
determination of the Ao value is influenced largely by the experimental
alue3 of Ac in the most dilute solutions, it is necessary to know the
A: value 3 very accurately over the concentration range 0.001 S to
0.00001 H. Values at a concentration 0.0001 H and below are un-
reliable, irregular and inconsistent, iiven the values at 0.001 fl for
potassium chloride have been challenged by some, (10) due to the
possible error in applying the "water correction".
It la the purpose of this investigation to obtain values of
the equivalent conductance of potassium chloride at 18°0 over the
oonoentration range 0.001 H to 0.00001 N. The work naturally divides
itself into the following problems:
1st. The preparation of a better conductivity water.
End. The arrangement of a cell suitable for the measurement
of the dilute solutions out af contact with the atmosphere.
3rd. The application of a correction if necessary to the
concentration of the solutions due to adsorption effects.

II
PRSPARAT IOH OF CONDUCTIVITY WATBE

PBIElElTIOfl 02 OOJJDUGTIVITY WAT^R
As just stated, one of the probable sources of e^ror in the
[determination of the conductivity of the more dilute solutions is the
correction which should be made for the conductance of the water. In
the c ise of neutral salt solutions it is customary to merely subtract
the specific conductance of the water from the total conductance in
order to get the conductance of the salt. Thus Kendall (11) con-
cludes that 11 Subtantially accurate results are obtained by the method
of A.ohlrausch, direct subtraction of the water conductivity." In the
ca3e of acids, bases and basic salts however, the correction is a
more complicated procedure. Thus according to AOhlrausch (12 ) , "Sauren
j
Basen und ^lkalisch reagirende Salze (Karbonate) kann man' 'uberhaupt
nicht mit ^rfolg in ausserster Verdunnung untersuchen. Die allerer-
Sten kleinen Mengen, die mandem Y/asser zufugt, geben betrachtlich
kleinere Vermehrungen des .ueitverniogens als,..die spat eren Mengen, bei
schlechtem ura3ser sogar zuweilen Verkleinerungen; das Aquivalentleit-
yermogen v/acnst schembar lm Anfange, wahrend das3elbe bei alien neu-
tral en Salzen immer abnimmt), Die Depression in grosser Verdunnung
1st mindestens zum Teil sekundar, da sie ira so kleiner ausfallt, je
reiner das Waaaer ist. Der Jnstand, dass die Verunreinigungen aus
i per Atmosphare ( Ammoniak, j£ohlen3aure ) selbst schwache Basen oder
»•
pauren sind, scheint die Ursache zu bilden."
Assuming in the ca.se of neutral salts that the conductivity
pf the water can be merely subtracted, then the smaller the correction
which has to be made for the water the greater will be the probabil-
ity of obtaining a true value for the specific conductivity of the
salt. Below are tabulated the water corrections necessary with a
Q
neutral salt, potassium chloride at 18 0, at different concentrations
-6
-6
u^ing w-ter jf a specific conductivity, 1 X 10 , 0.0G X 10
,



and 0.04 X 10* respect ively.
6
Table III
Coneentrat ion
of salt in op e 3 1 1 1
Conductivi t.;
£j <i »t X V -VJL CIl
J ^ . . . . - jo
| correction for
Oondiiotivitv of the Water
6
A 10 . 10 .Ooxio" .04x10
X I 10 .129 129.5
* 886. 31. 24.
1 X 10 1.294 129.45
* 44. 4.4 3.
1 x io"4 12.9 129.00 7.7 .46 .31
1 A 10" 127.3 127,3 .78 .047 .031
-2
1 X 10 1224, 122.4 .082 .0049 .003
i x io 11200. 112.0 .009 .00054
.00036
* Value 3 from Bates Equation.
It is to be noticed in Table III that the percentage corr-
ection for the conductivity of the water in dilute solutions is very
-6
large in the case of water having a specific conductivity of 1x10 .
However a large amount of the best conductivity data recorded in the
literature has been obtained from experiments in which the water usee
was of the above value. Attention is called to the fact that the
difference between the percentage corrections in the case of water
with a specific conductivity .06 X 10"° and of water with a specific
conductivity of .04 X 10"°, practically pure water, is very small.
There is therefore practically no advantage to be gained in attempt-
~6
ing to prepare water having a specific conductivity less than.
06x10.
If water of a specific conductivity lower than 0.8 X 10
at 18°C is used, there is a large possibility of contamination
dur-
ing handling unless special precautions are taken. Contamination
of
the water may be due to three causes: first, the solubility
of the
vessels which are used; second, the contaminations due to
the carbon

" "
7
dioxide, ammonia etc. of the atmosphere (13) ; third, the adsorption
pt electrolyte from the electrode. Bven in the transferring of water
from one vessel to another except with the greatest care the specific
-6 -6
conductivity of the water may rise from o.25 or 0.3 X 10 to 0.6 X10.
Thus ji.ohlrausch and kaltby (14) atatt, " That even tho exact measure-
ments of .00001 H solutions can he made, the change of specific con-
ductivity due to the pollution of the water is relatively so high that
One can no longer attach any significance to the results." According
to Kendall (15) the observed conductance of good conductivity water
(0.6- 0.8)X 10 at 18 C is entirely due to carbon dioxide from the
air. He ha3 considered the equilibrium of the system, carbon dioxide
and -.water , and calculated that the solubility of carbon dioxide in
water at the average partial pressure it has in the atmosphere is
enough to give the water the above conductance, The proper correction
tor the conductance of ?/ater therefore becomes a vital question when
dilute solutions are considered.
ATTEMPTS AT PEISPAIiAiIOU OP CONDUCTIVITY WATBB
I'he classical case of -the preparation of water of the highest
Idegree of purity is that of Xohlrausch and Heydweiller (16). This
•research was not directed toward the obtaining of a quantity of water
sufficient for carrying ouueonductivity measurements with salts but
rather to obtain a value for the specific conductivity of pure water
Itself • Their process consisted of distillation in a closed evacuated
Bystem. The enclosed system consisted of two vessels, made of glass (
one of which held the electrodes. The water was distilled bacx and
forth from one chamber to the other by alternate heating and cooling
of the two chambers. The initial filling of the apparatus was made
-6
ith water having a specific conductivity of 0.7 X 10. The specific

" 6
conductivity of the water upon evacuation of the apparatus fell to
r
-O
0.25 X 10 . The repeated distillation of this water back and forth
* for
in the apparatusA a period of a month, a process consisting m all of
-6
42 distillations gave water with a minimum conductance of 0,043 X 10
in
nhos. at 18* C. The quantity of water prepared Athis way was but a few
cubic centimeters, not a sufficient quantity to be used in the meas-
urement of the conductivity of suit solutions.
In 1908 Hartley, C urpbell and Poole (17) in their study of
dilute solutions required a high grade of conductivity water. They
designed a still which was the outcome of a number of suggestions
|
gathered from other laboratories in England. By means of it they
were able to obtain 2-jL liters of water having a specific conductivity
-6 -6
0.75 X 10 and 3 liters 1.5 X 10 from one filling of the still.
Their method consisted in passing steam, from a copper or tin lined
iron boiler thru several traps and finally condensing the steam on
cold tubes. The apparatus is fairly simple and the process is a dis-
continuous one.
Bousfield (18) in 1912 developed two different types of 3tills
One of them was a continuous 'one giving water with a specific con-
-6
ductivity 0.9 X 10 . 3y the addition of an alkaline permanganate
-6
' solution to the still he was able to reduce this to0.75 X 10 • His
i second still is known as the three bottle type. This is charged with
good water from the first still and yields water having a specific
-6
;
conductivity 0.5 X 10 • The important feature of the first dis-
I
tillation is the condensing of the liquid on cold tubes whesa tem-
peratures are regulated. Bousfield experimented with tubes at dif-
ferent temperatures for this condensation and used that temperature
which gave a maximum purification • In the three bottle type of
still, the middle bottle is used as a trap, the first as a boiler

Jand the third as a receiving vessel. The operation is carried out
under diminished pressure.
In 1913, Robert Bourdillon (19) made some conductivity water
with a specific conductivity of 0,086 X 10 at 18 0, The principle
of his method consisted in washing the vapor of the water with a
stream of purified air. The volatile impurities in the vapor were
thus swept away from the water and the distillate was collected in
a good quality of glass.
In the preparation of conductivity water which is distilled
in contact with the atmosphere in a good type of still, the values
-6 -6
of the specific conductivity vary from 0,15 X 10 to 0,8 X 10
mhos, at 18 C. In this laboratory using the general conductivity
still, both Williams (20) and Bell (£l) have obtained water with a
specific conductivity as low as 0.19 X 10 at 25 G. Bell by adding
phosphoric acid to the first distillate and then subjecting it to a
second distillation obtained water having a specific conductivity of
-6
,
-6
0.17 X 10 at 25 0. Millard later obtained water measuring 0.15x10
without the use of a second still.
The still (22) referred to above is one of 50 liters capacity
made of copper and lined thruout with tin. It is heated with a
steam coil inside the still. In the upper part of the boiler a trap
in the form of baffle plates is attached. The water is -ollected
hot in quartz or resistance glas3 bottles with a current of steam iss-
uing- freely from the bottle. When the specific conductivity of the
-6
water reaches as low a value as 0.15 X 10 , the variability of its
specific conductivity depends much upon the method of the transfer-
ence of the water from the collecting bottle to the cell. There
are stills of the above design at the Massachusetts Institute of

10
Technology and at the University of Chicago, both of which give water
as low as 0.2 X 10 at 18 C.
Since the equilibrium between carbon dioxide and water is of
such a value as to give a specific conductivity to water of between
-6 -6
0.6 1 10 and0.8 X 10 at 18 G, there' is no use in attempting to
prepare water better than this unless it can be kept constant by
keening it out of contact with the atmosphere. It was deemed wise
therefore in the present investigation to make all distillations and
dilutions in an atmosphere free from the impurities usually present
in ordinary air.

CUTLIKE OF THE PROCESS OF PREPARATION OF THE CONDUCTIVITY WATER
The preparation of conductivity water is a process requiring
considerable technique and care. Absolute cleanliness in any piece
taf apparatus coming in contact with the water is necessary. This work
was "begun in September 1914. It was not until the following fall that
any satisfactory results v.ere attained in the work. Altho essentially
the s~me apparatus was at hand then as is now being used, it required
about four months before all of the necessary technique could be ac-
quired.
The method, similar to that of R. Bourdillon, consists in
":ig conductivity water 0.6- 0.8 X 10 at 18 C in a large quartz
flask of about 13 liters capacity, and at the same time passing a
stream of carefully purifiea air, free from carbon dioxide and ammonia'
through the water which is maintained at a temperature just below it3
boiling point. If it is assumed that the impurities present in water
of the above initial purity consist of carbon dioxide and ammonia they
will be removed by the aboire method. By passing a stream of purifiied
air thru the water just below, its boiling point these impurities are
J
Blowly removed from the liquid on account of tlaeir partial vapor pres-J
sure. After the water in the quartz flask has been heated just below
its boiling point and the current of air passed thru it for about
twenty hours, the cell of three liters capacity, (See Figure II) con-
taining platinum electrodes is attached to the condenser of the still
and the distillate , about 2 liters, is collected. The second flask
oont-ins electrodes 30 that the conductivity of the distillate can be
measured from time to time. If the first distillate is not satisfac-
tory it is drawn out thru tube (D), attached thru the top and running
(to the bottom of the cell. The first distillate usually has a specif-



2-6
io conductivity of 0.15- 0.20 X 10 . If this distillate is removed,
-6
the next distillate oolleoted has a speoifio conductivity of 0.07x10
at 13* C. This process is continued until finally about 3 liters of
water having a specific conduct ivitybelow 0.065 is obtained in the
flask.
DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS
A paratus for the Purification of Air
Pure air is obtained by passing outdoor air thru a tower 40 cms.
high filled with soda lime, thence thru a train consisting of one
tower of dilute sulfuric acid, one of potassium hydroxide, c-.nd two of
conductivity water. See Figure I. Each tower is filled with glass
beads. Following these towers there is a trap (T) to prevent entrain
mant •
Compressed air from the main supply 3,ystem is not used because
it contains grease, oil and other constituents hard to remove. Pres-
sure is obtained by means of a small Vernon rotary air compressor,
which is fed from out doors. The air pressure obtained from this
system is very satisfactory for all purposes in the electrical con-
ductivity laboratory.
The Cell
The cell, see Figure II, was made from a round quartz flask of
three liters capacity, obtained from the Thermal Syndicate, New York.
In order to close the top of the flask and make -i support for the
electrodes etc., a stopper of Jena G-erate glass was blown and ground
into it. As seen from Figure III, this stopper bears four openings,
each having a shoulder extending upward to give the supported tube
more strength, and an exit tube (X). The following pieces are held
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within the oell; The Electrode leads (E), (E ' ) and tube (D) , the lat-
ter extending to the "bottom of the flask for emptying it after the
distillations. Opening (I) receives the distillate from the still.
All tubes entering the quartz flask are of transparent quartz • These 1
tubes fit the openings very olosely. They are held in plaoe and the
joint is made air tight by means of rubber tubing slipped over the
shoulder of the opening. The joint between the stopper and the flask
is made air tight by means of Stanolax, aliquid paraffin of high
purity.
The Electrodes, Figure II, consist of two coaxial platinum
cylinders (C), attached to two transparent quartz tubes (E), (E'
)
0.7 cms. in diameter, 23 cms. long, filled with mercury as leads.
was made
The joint between quartz and platinum oylinders^by means of platinum
wire and a special sealing glass. The diameter of the outer cylin-
der electrode i3 2.8 cms. and that of the inner one is 1.7 cms. The
distance between them is .55 cms. The length of the electrodes is
c .
7
cms. The platinum to quartz seal was made by the Gooper Hewitt
Company of Hoboken, New Jersey.
The Distilling Apparatus
The distilling apparatus, see Figure IV, is a quartz flask with
a capacity of about thirteen liters. The top (T) is a brass cap 17.5
cms. in diameter, 9.0 cms. in height, fitting down over the neck of
the flask inside and outside. This top carries three tubes of block
tin, each soldered to the brass cap with block tin. The inside of
the cap is also heavily coated with tin. The joint at (Z) is made
tight by packing tin-foil in the space between the still and cap and
by wrapping a layer of tin-foil around the outside. Over this layer
of tin-foil is wrapped 3ome rubberized cloth.
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The tubes coming from the still are as follows; Tube fl) is
the distilling tube. Slipped over it there is a glass condenser
jacket (C ) • Tube (2) serves for the admission of the pure air and
for filling the still with water. Tube (3) is a short exit tube.
The still is heated electrically on the 110 A.C, circuit.
By heating with gas burners no favorable results could be obtained
and it was thot that carbon dioxide was passing thru the quartz into
the water at spots where local heating was high. The heating element
is in two units, (Ki) and (H2 ). One unit (Eg) is placed in the hol-
low in the bottom of still on the outside in series with a rheostat
so that the current can be varied between three and five amperes.
The other heating unit (H^) is wrapped around the still below the
middle part of the body of the flask. The heating element is of
nichrome ire embedded in a plaster of fine asbestos ,bone ash and
powdered silica. By proper adjustment of these units the regu-
lation of the temperature of the water is secured.
The Constant Temperat 'are Bath
The constant temperature bath, Figure V, is a galvanized iron
can, 47 cms. high and 41 cms. in diameter, filled with transformer
oil. This oil is dry and is of such a viscoc ity that it can be
stirred as easily as water. The use of oil diminishes the possibil-
ity of electrical leaks. The oil is cooled by tap water circulated
thru the tube (C). The heater (H ) is a coiled nichrome wire wound
around a glass tube and the whole placed in a larger glass tube
having holes blown in the 3ides permitting the oil to circulate near
the heating unit. The temperature of the bath can be maintjned at
18 *C t 0.01 C. The mercury regulator (R) is supported from a ring
stand placed so as not to receive the jars of the stirring mechanises
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Shunted around the lMll of the regulator there is a tin-foil condon-
es By this method no trouble is caused "by excessive sparging and3 6 r • *
subsequent formation of a scum on the surface of the mercury. Pur-
ified air is passed thru a trap, (Tr.) containing a small quantity
of conductivity water before it is sent thru the cell. This trap is
'submerged in the bath and brings the air to the proper temperature
so that it will not affect the temperature of the cell contents.
Passing air thru the cell also enables the water to come to the temp-
erature of the bath very quickly. In the case of solutions thi3
current of air also serves to agitate the solution in such a way that
it is thoroughly mixed.
The Electrical Measuring Apparatus
The measuring apparatus is that described by 7/ashburn and
Parker (23) . It consists of a high frequency. generator , milliam-
meter, special duplex condenser, frequency meter, special Kohlrausch
bridge, Curtis Coil Resistance Box, small variable air condenser etc.
The High frequency Generator was manufactured by the Siemens
Halske Co. It has a normal frequency of a 1000 cycles but any de-
sired frequency between 450-1800 cycles can be obtained by the regu-
lating of the speed. The instrument is mounted in an adjoining room
on a double felt pad, t len covered with an inverted box lined also
with a double la.yer of felt. By this method of shielding the sound
of the running machine is lessened to a rainimumm. A test de3oriptior
of thi3 machine and the quality of the sine wave is given in Catalog
# 48 page 10 Leeds and Uorthrup.
The 3rid;re3
Two types of bridges have been used in this investigation.
One of them for measuring high resistances, the other for low
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resistances. In the design of a bridge it is aimed to have all the
arms of the bridge equal, for under that oondition measurements at-
tain a maximum accuracy. The resistance (Rg) of the slide wire and
the extension ooils 3hould be so chosen that it aooords with the
following equation, 7/ashburn (24).
R - ^|:;(RB -h"
_
2R
:
T
where R= resistance of the cell or resistance box,
RT - "
" " telephone.
However since "except for very small or very large values of(R)it is
expre33ed by
not necessary to pay much attention to fulfilling the condition
^
this equation" only two bridges have been used , one having a resis-
tance of 12000 ohms, the other a resistance of 250 ohms.
The Constant Ratio Bridge
This bridge, Figure VII, is the one used for the measurement
of the high resistances, i.e, the resistance of the water. It con-
sists of four Curtis Coils mounted in a square mahogany box. The
ooils are set in glass cylinders with blocks of ceresine, shaded in
the diagram, as supports on either end. This enclosure in the cyl-
inders is air tight thus keeping the moisture content within constant
The bottom of the box ~nd the insert (I) in the top carrying the con-
nectors (R) are of specially prepared wood, impregnated with ceresine
The Commutator (C) is used in connection with this bridge. The coils
are of the following units in ohms, 2-1000, 1-2000, 1-10000. By
means of these coils several ratios a 5 possible.
' The current is brought in at A and A 1 from beneath the com-
mutator. It i3 thrown from there clirectly on to the ends of the
brid^e(3) ind (3'). The point (0) is connected to the earth, the point
(T) to one end of the telephone. By mean3 of this bridge the resis-
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,
tanoe of the water, 450000 ohms is measured with a precision of
0.1 .
The A.oulr.iusch Br id, r e
This bridge is used to measure the resistance of the dilute
solutions, A sketch of the wiring design is shown in Figure VI, The
bridge consists essentially of the central portion wound around a
circular block of oeresined wood (D), the extension coils (B^) and
I (Bo) and the commutator. The wire used on the central portion of
the bridge and the extension coils is xherlo rtesistance Wire *. The
j
part wound around the drum is # 25 (BacS) and has a resistance of 873
ohms per 1000 feet, the part in the extension coils is# 35 (B<*S) and
has a resistance 3,917 ohms per 1000 feet. The ends of the central
:wire are at (St) and (Sg) or more exactly when the extension coils
• are " cut out" by joining (n^) to (mg ) and (m^) to (m4 ) at (BtJ and
(Bo). The total resistance of the bridge is approximately 250 ohms.
The portion of the bridge wound on the wooden drum is divided into
1000 equal parts, iiach division can be estimated to l/20th. The
"center of the bridge" has a resistance approximately l/20th of the
total length of the bridge.
The telephone is attached to connectors (P-^) and (P^). (P-j_)
is connected to the sliding contact indicated by (W). (P„) is con-
• nested to the cups, (TtJ and (T 2 ) in the commutator by two wires of
equal lenghth and resistance. The connectors (P j and (P£ ) are sunk
j
into a block of ceresined wood.
The drum (D) f the co:flmutator and the blocks of wood holding
•tha connectors (PtJ and (P£ ) and the cups (n^), (m^),
(m^), (m
4 )
are
I
made of specially prepared woad, bass wood impregnated with ceresine.
* Driver riarris Wire Co. Catalog L. April 1914. P-.ge 40.
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Surface spaces "between wiring are covered with oere3ine to prevent
surface leaks.
In the commutator are sunk a number of Voles into which "brass
cups (Rt)
, (^2)* (^l)t fagJi etc ' are in3er
'
tet3
-» These can "be connec-
ted by cross wires to oupa (B1 ), (Bp), (Tx ), 5f ^3) and (^4)
are connected the leads to the cell, to (H~) and (K4 ) ure connected
the leads to the resistance "box. The current enters at (B-^) and (Bg)
from below the commutator.
The precision of the bridge is 1 part in 400,000 parts, when
the resistance of (X) is 10,000 ohms, tfor a fuller description of
the details of these bridges and the theory of their design, see
Washburn (£5).
x - 1 it, Lst ace Box
The resistance box is a Leads Korthrup type made up with
Curtis coils. There are five dials of the following units: 10000,
1000, 100, 10, 1,. Values of these coils 7/ere checked by the U. S.
Bureau of Standards at Washington.
The Sound Proof Booth
In order to get a good setting upon the bridge there must be
perfect quiet in the vicinity of the telephone receiver. Since it
is keoesaary to have the frequency machine close at hand for control
purposes eto. and since a little noise is made even with the best
shielding, a sound proof booth is used in which to take the resis-
tance readings. The booth is a double walled telephone booth, 2.3
meters long, 2.9 meters high, and 2.4 meters deep. Inside on the
rear wall there is a switch board panel. A plan of the switch board
is shown in Figure VIII. fitting over the board there is a galvan-
ized iron box having a drop front to it. This box is grounded and
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acts as a shield to keep the varying electro magnetic field off the
instruments.
A shelf 45. cms. wide, 75 cms. above the floor runs across
the back and one end. This shelf is used to set the bridges and the
other electrical measuring instruments upon. The equipment of the
booth also contains a D.G. circuit to a light and to a D, G • fan.
A good isolation from noise is afforded by this booth. With the
machine running at its normal speed there is only the faintest sound
in the booth.
The arrange- lent of the board, Figure VIII, is such that the
shielding and the jenter of the bridge can be grounded either to
the earth or to a variable capacity by the throwing of switch # 2 to
| 1 or | 3 respectively. By a proper adjustment of switches # 5 and
| 8, an alternating current or a direct current can be thrown upon
the ends of the bridge # 8. The movement of switch # 8 from # 7 to
# 9 reverses the current, f or # 7 and # 9 are each connected in a
reversed way to switch # 5.
The switch board is connected up as follows:
1. Capacity to earth.
Z. Connected to center of bridge and to parts that are shielded.
3. Large variable capacity.
4. Distribution board in the de x,> .irt.aent •
5. Connected to # 7 and # 9.
6. 2xpo3ed circuit running to machine in thead joining room.
7. To 5.
8. Connected to the ends of the bridgef
.
9 . To if 5
.
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ifiSTHODS Otf GLBMIBG THE CONTAINING
AEPABAIU8 FOB ffMBB AND SOLUTIONS
All pieces of apparatus coming in contact with the water
must be perfectly clean. The flasks etc. ere washed very thoroughly
—
o
with conductivity water 0.6 a 10 to release any material clinging
or adsorbed on their surfaces, .Later they are "steamed out". This
is ''one by leading steam obtained from heating a large Jena flask,
-6
4 liters capacity, filled with conductivity water 0,6 X 10 into the
cell and -runs back into the flask. The Jena flask is heated elec-
trically and hence the steaming can be carried out safely by letting
the flask boil continuously.
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Ihe elestrode is rather hard to clean. Since at the more
concentrated dilutions when the salt is measured , the solution has
a normality of 0,0015 - 0.001, there is the necessity of covering the
electrodes with platinum "black. The electrode must therefore be
soaked a couple of days with good water in order to remove the ad-
sorbed electrolyse, xhis is accomplished by first washing the elec-
trode thoroughly with good water to wash away the bulk of the material
clinging to it, then it is placed in an apparatus similiar to a Soxh-
let Extractor, iPigure X. Jlean steam is led into the apparatus from
below. This is partially condensed and the condensate is continually
agitated by the movement of the steam bubbles. If the flask is heat-
ed at a slow rate the apparatus automatically empties itself at reg-
ot^-c(. ov-
ular intervals continual suoply of clean water is in contact with the
electrode. J>^* J.~ is method the electrode can oe cle.j.Le r in two j.

METHODS 01 EfiOGBDUBE
After all the apparatus has "been cleaned, there ii
gener-l conductivity still about twenty liters of conductivity
-G
Lth a specific conductivity "below 0,3 £ 10 • The collection
lottles. This water \<hile stillis made in special rssi3X—nee giabi
hot i3 siphoned off into the large quartz still. After the still is
filled with this water, one unit of the electric heater is turned on
and the water gradually heated. The water is not hoiled but heated t
a point below boiling 30 that only a small amount is lost by distill
ation. it the same time the purified air is turned on and the remov-
al of the carbon dioxide begins. Thi3 process of heating and driv-
ing off the impurities is continued about 36 hours. Before attach-
in^ the cell to the still both heating units are turned on and the
atmosphere over -the boiling liquid is well swept out. The cleansed
cell is now attached to the still in such a way that no external
polluted air is allowed to get inside the cell. This is done by hav-
ing a stream of purified air sweep out the opening into which the
condenser tube fits.
With the cell attached to the still in such a way as to
isolate the contents of the system from the atmosphere, the list ill-
ation is begun by starting the second heating unit. The first two
or three hundred cubic centimeter portions are removed thru tube (U)
r ~ .«-„ -in A_. _ „ a y, „ rtTn ir»cr t.hrouwh the still to replacein sucn a way as to allow xne «.ir oom n i»iuw«e« j.
the water removed. When the cell is filled to a height well above
the electrodes, with the distillation still going on, a preliminary
measurement of the resistance is made. Assuming the temperature of
to 13° to ascertain whether the water collected is of the desired

purity. Should the water possess a conduct ?.nee greater than that de-
sired it ia removed by the same method .as the small portions at the
beginning of the distillation are removed, a second distillation
without detaching the cell is then be .run and when the filling is com-
plete, another measurement is taken. Since the large flask will dis-
till over enough water to fill the cell three times the water can be
drawn out once more if necessary. It is sometimes neccessary to ob-
tain the final water from the third portion but unless something is
radically wrong in the system at least one cell of good water can be
obtained from a 3ingle filling of the large quartz still.
When the v/ater i3 collected the cell must be detached from
the 3till in such a way as to exclude atmospheric air. This is done
by parsing a slow current of purified air back through tube (D) as
the break is* made. After the break is made a rubber stopper covered
with clean tin foil is inserted into the left opening in the glass
stooper. The cell la then removed to the constant temperature bath
where purified air £i led into tube (D) and passes out tube (X). By
means of this passage of air" the water is agitated so that it comes
to the temparature of the bath quickly. The positive pressure on
the ir.3ide also acts as a barrier to any polluting air that may othe-
wi3e cuter the cell through defective joints.
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The first encouraging results were obtained October 7, 1915.
The distillation was started at midnight October 6, and continued
untill 8 o'clock next morning. The water of first distillation meas-
ured at 25 ( temperature of room) was 0.208 X 10 . This water was
drawn out through tube (D) in a way already described. The second
distillation was started at 10 A. M. , October 7 and stopped at 4 P.M.
The air was being blown through the apparatus both from the still,
and from the cell end through tube (D). The conductance fell to
0.076 X 10 at 25 C, temperature of t^e room. The conductivity of
the water remained constant while air was being passed through it
from the large flask for 30 hours. The water was then allowed to
stand in the flask with the air pre33ure off. In 36 hours the con-
-6
ductar.se ro3e to 0.306 X 10 • The flask was then disconnected from
the still and purified air was blown through tube (D) and out the
soda-lime tube.
TABLE IV
Temperature <
(
Eoom Time Specific Conduct ivit, .
. „ x
'°~ 6
25 c .358
24.9 38 minutes .292
24.8 1 nr. 10 min. .202
24.6 2 hr. 40 min. #140
25.0 6 bra. 10 min. .083
The above experiment 3hows quite clearly the necessity of
keeping the external air from contact with the water. The impurities
however oan be removed if the purified air i3 passed tnru the v/ater
again.
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This quality of water has "been prepared repeatedly for the
past year and one half. A few of the samples at 18° are given below
TABLE V
Date
Deo. £8, 1915.
Jan. 15, 1916.
Mar. 13, 1916.
Feb. £, 1917.
Feb. 19, 1917.
Feb. £4, 1917.
liar. 6, 1917.
Specific Conductivity, mhos. A 10
0.0575
0.0590
0.06E5
0.0665
0.0610
0.0633
0,0533
-6
Water of low specific conductivity can be kept in the
quartz cell, practically unchanged, provided the purified air is
passed thru it continually. The water has been preserved constant
over periods as long as twelve hours. Experiments were made to de-
termine if any pollution of the water was caused by with-drawing the
cork from the opening (I) for thirty seconds, then replacing it.
Wo change in the conductivity of the watervnoticed in these experi-
ments. In measuring the conductivity of the dilute solutions an
entire series in some cases was run in less than two hours. It is
reasonable to believe that the conductivity of the water remained
constant over each individual series.
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THE MEASUREMENT OF THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF DILUTE
SOLUTIONS OF POTASSIUM CHLORIDE
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THE MEASUREMENT OF THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTANCE OF
DILUTE SOLUTIONS OF POTASSIUM OHLORIDB AT 18* G
Probably the most accurate eleotrioal conductivity meas-
urements on dilute potassium chloride solutions are those made by
Kohlrausch and Maltby (26) • 7/hetham and Paine (27) and Paine and
Evans (23) have studied very carefully the conductivities of some di-
lute acid and alkali solutions. The latter studies were made ch efly
to investigate the problem of "water correction" in these dilute
solutions.
On account of the relatively high specific conductivity of
the water used in the experiments of Zohlrausch and Maltby, the val-
ues of the equivalent conductances are questionable in the dilute
solutions. Their results for potassium chloride at 18 0. for dilut-
ions greater than 0.001 H have even been challenged by Kraus and Braj
(29) who find that their general dissociation formula does not cor-
respond to Kohlrausch and Maltby' s experimental values in dilute
solut ions
•
unreliability
Because of the A of the present data in the
dilute
solutions, the measurement of the conductivity of potassium chloride
was repeated by the writer. A repetition of these measurements upon
solutions made uu with a better conductivity water meets the object-
ion of IOrau8Ato
a
?Jie older data. The water used by kohlrausch and
Maltby in their measurements of potassium chloride had a specific
conductivity of 0.92-0.96 X 10~
6
at 18* C. The water used in the
^
present investigation had a specific conductivity of 0.053 -0.074X10
reciprocal ohms at 13*0, or about 15 times better than that
used by
Kohlrausch and Maltby. A comparison of the magnitudes of
the re-
sult-
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ing corrections due to water of these respective conductivities has
already been referred to. Table III.
EXPERIMENTAL
Preparation of the solutions
The preparation of the water has been described in Part I
of this investigation. The potassium chloride was prepared by fur-
ther purifying J£ahlbaun?s best product. This purification consisted
in re-crystallizing three times from conductivity water, partially
drying it by centrifuging, then fusing it in platinum. It was stored '
for use in small weighing bottles over small calcium chloride in a
dessicator.
The procedure for making up the final solutions required
some prel ilnary study. They were first made up by adding a weighed
amount C.C. of a dilute solution, about 0.005 N, to the water
contained in the cell, by means of a small weighing pipette. By this
method of dilution it was thot that any desired concentration could
be obtained. However for some reason the A c values measured by this
method reached a maximum. This was caused probably by the fact that
all the solution did not reach the water and hence produced low re-
sults. This condition was possible because one could not see in the
case of the last drop off the pipette where it fell, into the water,
on the side of the flask, or onto the leads, due to the opacity of
the quartz flask.
Another method, attempted, was to introduce into the oell
with the aid of a small platinum pail, 19 mm. deep, holding about
in
0.7 c.c, the salt containedAa weighed amount of a dilute solution.
In order to eliminate a possible correction for the water contained
in the solution, the water was first removed from the salt by evap-

£8
oration in a calcium ohloride desiccator, the potassium chloride re-
maining as a residue. The entire pail was then dropped in to the cell
containing the conductivity water. The low Ac values obtained in this
way led us to believe that the salt was not diffusing out of the pail
The method finally adopted was merely the dropping of a
small crystal, 5.0 milligrams, into the v/ater in the cell. The crys-
tal was weighed out on a small platinum pan then transferred carefully
to a shallow platinum bucket. This bucket was made by folding plat-
inum foil and attaching to it small wire supports. The salt crystal
and bucket were then dropped into the water. Merely dropping the
crystal alone does not assure its reaching the water without its hit-
ting the inside of the neck of the .flask or the leads. Small pieces
of platinum, cleaned and dropped into the water as above, did not
change the conductivity of the water. This method of making up the
solutions is limited because of the difficulty of weighing, at the
required accuracy, crystals small enough to give the proper dilution.
Apparatus
The balance used for the weighing was an assay balance of
a guaranteed sensibility of 0.005 milligrams with a load of one gram.
It showed a sensibility of 0.001 milligrams with a load of 20 milli-
grams. The weights used had been previously calibrated at the U. S.
Bureau of Standards at Washington.
The cell and constant temperature bath have been previously
described. In the measurement of the resistance of the water
the
constant ratio coil bridge was used. The Kohlrausch bridge
was used
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in the measurement of the resistance of the solutions.
The bridge wire was calibrated only at those points (P^i,
and (P2) where it was desired to know the ratio of the arms of the
bridge in the measurement of the solutions when the bridge readings
were (P-,), and (P9 ). This was done by substituting in the bridge1 **
arms in place of the cell and known resistance , two adjustable Curtis
coil resistances ( 10000 ohms) and then adjusting one of them till
a silence in the telephone was reached when the bridge was set at the
point (P) in question. The resistance of these coils was then cor-
rected and the ratio between the corrected resistances was used as
the ratio of the arms of the bridge when the setting was at the
point (P).
Determination of Ike. Cell Constant
The cell constant was obtained by comparing the resistance
of a solution in the cell with the resistance of the same solution
in a second cell of known cell constant. The comparison solution
was one of potassium chloride about 0.001 N made up with conductivity
water in equilibrium with the carbon dioxide of the air.
The cell with the known cell constant was measuredby Clark
! in this laboratory in 1915 at 0° & 25 °C and cheoked by myself in 1916
at 25 C to within 0.01 # of the formers value. This constant was
found by the use of the 0.1 N solution of potassium chloride as
o
described by Kohlrausch (30). The value of the cell at 18 C, found
by interpolating between 0*C.& 25°C. is 0.6040
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Date
Feb. 26.
March 6.
Maroh 16.
Table Uo. VI
Resistance in Resistance in
unknown cell
146.443
134.366
118.222
known cell
3631.62
3333.23
2932.22
Cell Constant
.024356
.024348
.024352
Density of the Solutions
The densities of the solutions were the densities obtained
from the data of Lamb and Lee (31). The relative densities were driv-
en by them at 20.004*0, compared with water at the same temperature.
To refer those densities to the absolute system at 18*0, they were
multiplied by 0.998622, the absolute density of water at 18*0.
Table No. VII
Moles per
liter
.0001
.0002
.0005
.001
.002
.005
Lamb
Water aFTo". 00411
relative density
1.0000048
1.0000097
1.0000242
1.0000485
1.0000971
1.0002426
Lamb
X.99F6"22
998626
998632
998646
998670
998719
998864
RESULTS
The equivalent conductances of potassium chloride given be^
low are at 18° Gt 0.01., The molecular weight of potassium chloride
used in the calculation was 74.56. All weights were corrected to
vacuo.
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January 24, 1917.
Table VIII
-6
Water!. 07404 X 10
Lloles per
Liter
X 10°
Specific Conductivity
6
X 10
corrected
Equivalent
Conductance
23,958
46.129
81.343
119.574
183.019
3.10226
5.96758
10.5047
15.41763
23.558
129.490
129.368
129.141
128.938
128.720
February 2, 1917.
Moles per
Liter
X 10
Table IX
-6
Water!. 06645 X 10
Specific Conductivity
I I©
6
corrected
Equivalent
Conductance
7.4945
26.467
42.251
74.563
102.58
.968807
3.42878
5.46522
9.62983
13.2337
129.268
129.547
129.351
129.149
129.005
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February 10, 1917.
Table X
Water! . 06998
-6
X 10
Uoles per
Liter
I io
6
Specific Conduct ivity
6
X 10
corrected
Equivalent
Conductance
23.821 3.08509 129.513
58.647 7.58402 129.315
103.837 13.4033 129.08
February 24, 1917.
Table XI
-6
Water: . 06330 X 10
Moles per
Liter
5 ioji
Specific Conduct ivity
X io 6
corrected
Equivalent
Conductance
31.951 4.13537 129.430
61.994 8.00763 129.166
123.36 15.9024 128.911
March 6, 1917.
Table XII
Water!. 05335
-6
X 10
Moles per
Liter
X 106
Specific Conductivity
X io 6
corrected
Equivalent
Conductance
26.960 3.48776 129.369
60.878 7.86092 129.125
104.17 13.4308 128.926
154.14 19.8425 128.733
236.09 30.3397 128.510

IV
ADSORPTION
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ADSORPTION
In ascertaining the aonoentrat ion of dilute solutions ad-
sorption phenomena must be considered. In the case of quartz,
Briggs (32) has measured the adsorption of the hydroxides and car-
bonates of several metals and finds a positive adsorption. He re-
ports also that the chlorides of potassium, sodium and ammonium
fail to show any measurable adsorption either by titration or by
conductivity methods. The accuracy of his experiments is not stated
and therefore no exact conclusion can be deduced. Aohlrausoh (33)
has considered the possibility of electrode adsorption with neutral
salts and reports that platinum appears to be free from such effects
Experiments were therefore made by the writer with quartz
and potassium chloride in order to determine the extent of the ad-
sorption or at least its upper limit. This was accomplished by the
following conductivity method. The specific conductivity of the
solution. 001 I- .0008 H, was first measured and then a definite
quantity of well cleaned quartz fragments was dropped into the sol-
ution, and the specific conductivity again determined.
Preparation of the Quartz fragments
The quartz fragments were prepared from pieces of broken
quartz apparatus. These were first broken up into small pieces and
then ground up in a ball mill. The resulting quartz powder was then
washed with conductivity water until the wash water showed no in-
crease in oonduotivity. The fragments were next dried in a quartz
flask and finally heated to about 300° G to drive out the last traces
of water.
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A blank ran was made by adding a definite amount of the pre-
pared quartz to conductivity water. The resulting change in the con-
ductivity of the water can be seen in Table XIV. This change in con-
ductivity is equivalent to the change produced by the addition of
-7
2,26 X 10 , equivalents of potassium chloride to the solution. The
result of o. iy one of these experiments, the one showing the greater
pollution, has been calculated. This ch;inge in terms of concentration
of potassium chloride is used as the polluting effect upon the solut-
ion when the quartz is added to it.
Determination of 3urfaoe of quartz
The surface of the quartz was determined as follows: The
entire amount was separated into fractions by means of sieves. The
weight of each fraction was noted. The average diameter of the part-
icles in each fraction was measured by means of a micros-cope having
an eyepiece calibrated to a grating spaced to hundredths of a milli-
meter. In the calculations of the surface of the particles, they were
assumed to be perfect spheres, an erroneous assumption for the quartz
fractured into irregular pieces.
The surface of any fraction may be found from the following
data: The average diameter of the particle, the weight of the fract-
ion and the specific gravity of quartz, 2.21 . An example is given
below for the quartz left on sieve Ho. 40 . Also see Table XIII.
(Diameter);? J. ~% Z Volume
_g
(.2821) 3 X % Z 1.175 X 10 ou. mm.
Volume X weight of 1 cubic mm. = weight of particle.
(1.17F X 10"2 ) X .00221 = 2.597 X 10 grams.
weight of fraction number of particles in fraction.
'.Veirht of particle
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1.-5
2.59 7 X 10"^
- 4.813 x 10
(radius) X 4 M Z average surface of particle.
( «282l )
2
x 4 "IT - 0.2498 sq. mm.
FTTH
Surface of particle X Number of particles! Total surface of
fraction.
4 4
.2498 X 4.813 X 10 = 1.202 X 10 sq. mm.
Sieve , meshes
er inch
Average
diameter
millimeters Sq. Cms.
Table XIII
Total surface of
X lO"3
Fraction
Weight of
Fraction
grama
.
40
60
80
100
120
200
over200
TOTAL
0.282
0.246
0.149
0.0958
0.07214
0.5832
0.3197
.120
.678
2.405
2.425
1.200
3.029
7.037
16.894
1.25
6.15
13.20
8.65
3.19
6.51
8.29
47.24
•tz waju?ound to have a total surface of 347.0 Sq,The ouar"
per gram.
LZSTliOD OF EXPiSRIMI2HTATI0ii
The cell consisted of a small quartz flask, 250 c.c.
capacity and a dipping electrode, Figure XI.
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The cell wa3 filled with conductivity water and allowed
to come to the temperature of the bath. The specific conductivity
of the water was measured. A small crystal of potassium chloride
was then dropped into the water and the specific conductivity of
the solution measured. As soon as the conductivity became constant,
the cleaned quartz was dropped into it and the conductivity
again
noted
•
The concentration of the solution was determined from
its
conductivity, using the Bates equation and the constants for
potas-
sium chloride. The values found are given in Table XIV.
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Table XIV
Specif ic Concentration Surface of Weight oj inlole3 ,d-
'
___
^uartz Solution sorbed by
3 3 -3 '^uurtz . 7X 10 I 10 Sq.Ons.X 10 grama . 1 10
Before After Before After*
1, .144066.1440949 1.12144 1.12070 16.65 235. 1.73
2, .105748.105770 .82894 .82825 17.35 217. 1.89
H£ .00093033 .0009615 234.
.00105483 17.35
2 .00094583 16.65 231.
.001039377
'Corrected for polluting effect by quartz.
The foregoing values on quartz are merely the upper limits.
The assumption that the particles are perfect spheres in the calcu-
lation of the total surface, gives a value which is less than the
value of the actual surface. The variation in temperature of the
bath 0.01 0. also gives an increase of about 0.02 % over the possible
maximum values given above.
If the maximum value for the adsorption by quartz is con-
sidered to be the value g-iven above then the maximum adsorption that
can be present in the quartz cell, figure II, used in the conductiv-
ity measurements is shown in Table XV. It is assumed in this cal-
culation that the actual surface of the walls of the cell is twice
as large as the surface calculated from the diameter of the cell.
This is done becoise the wails ot the cell show irregularities and
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pits and the surface calculated from the diameter uncioubtably gives
a low result. The maximum amount of the electrolyte that may be ad-
sorbed at concentrations lower than ,001 N is found by the use of the
general adsorption equation:
I z K CI1/*M
where X is the amount adsorbed, U is the number of grams of adsorbent
or the surface and C is the concentration of the material adsorbed.
X and n are characteristic empirical constants. The value of n var-
ies between the limits 2 and 10.
Since the surface remains constant M and X can be united
into a single constant X, and the equation becomes
If the value calculated for X from the data above on adsorption at
the concentration .0008283 equivalent per liter and the value of n be
taken as 10 which may be assumed as giving a maximum value to X in
the more dilute solutions, then can be evaluated. By the eval-
uation of X, the equation passes into the following form,
-1
-8 1/10
X Z 4.7786 X 10 G
From this equation the maximum amounts of potassium chlor-
ide that may be adsorbed by the cell are calculated. The maximum
percentage errors which may be produced in the concentrations of the
solution in the cell are also given.
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Table XV
Calculated eurf-ice of oell Z 1030 aq..cma.
Allowed aurfaoe of oell " £060 an.oma.
Volume of flask Z 2.8 litera.
Jonoentration solution Molea adsorbed Maximum peroantage error
Ltlolea per liter on wall of oell in concentrations .
6 8
X 10 X 10
10. 1.5 .053
20. 1.6 .028
50. 1.8 .013
100. 1.9 .0068
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DIS0USSI0M 02 RESULTS
The iirror in Ac
The accuracy to be expected in Ac may "be estimated from a
consideration of the error3 in the elementary terms entering into thi
quantity. The equivalent conduct is calculated from the follow-
ing equation:
_
1000 u
A £ = —
a—
resolving this equation into fundamental terms it becomes
A - 1000 X 74. .R6 (Is " Lw ) W solnf\C- o «d W
74.56 I Molecular weight of KOI.
Sz Density.
W Z Weight of salt in grams.
wsoln 5 Weight of solution in kilograms.
1
L
s
Z Specific conductivity of solution ~ Eg
1
h - Specific conductivity of water Z nw
w
Substituting the term i for h 3 and ftw for and introducing A, the
E3
cell constant into the above equation it is converted into a form
having only terms that are directly measured in the experiments and
whose individual errors are known
= 1000 A 74.56 <-(l-§^ ) ws )
S w
The errors in all these quantities are very small except
in the ca3e of the quantity the weight of the salt. This could
not be obtained with a precision greater than .05$. Since the salt
crystals had to be small in order to obtain a sufficiently high
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dilution this error could not be avoided with the balance available.
The above precision required that the crystal should be weighed and
handled with an error not greater than 0,002 milligram. The sensi-
bility of the balance accounted for a variation of 0,001 milligram
in the weight of the salt. Another 0.001 milligram may be assigned
to the error in the calibration of the weights and in the handling
of the crystal.
The errors in Ra were limited by the accuracy of the
Resistance Box calibration, 0,01^,for the precision of the bridge
letting r.nd ratio of arms was 0. 00025^. &w was measured to 0,1^,
Bfl has a maximum error of 0.02fa i.e., at the lowest concen-
/
trations measured. The variation in the separate determination of
the cell constant K was only .Ol^fa. The weighing of the solution was
made with an accuracy of 0,001 $«
In comparison with the large error in W, the errors in the
other measured quantities may be disregarded and the expected errors
in the individual/\ c values may therefore be taken as on the average
not greater than 0.05$.
Oon3i stency of Data
The data obtained in the conductivity runs are plotted in
figure G # with the values of
A
c as ordinates and the values of the
corresponding concentrations as abscissas. The size of the diameter
of the circle around each point is made equal to ,05
c
/0 , the expected
error in the determination as explained above. Due to the experimen
tal error of the determinations, Vie points for the separate runs
do not lie on any single smooth ourve. For the purpose of the cal-
culations appearing in the discussion to follow, smooth curves were
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constructed passing thru the points for eaoh of the five runs. A set
of A t values at round concentrations was read off each of these
curves. Of the five runs one of them that of March 6, seemed to be
inconsistent with the four others. This inconsistency showed it3elf
even by the inspection of Figure and was more pronounced in the
study of the limiting A„ values and the behavior of the mass law con-
stants calculated from its values as described below. For these
reasons the data obtained from the run of March 6th. are disregarded
and the theoretical considerations to follow are based upon the val-
ues of Ac found in the four other runs.
The values of Ac taken off the smooth curves are given in
Table XVI. The average of the values at round concentrations exclud-
ing the run of March 6th. are shown in the same table. It can be
seen that in no case does a value taken from one of the curves dev-
iate from the average value by more than about .025^.
Table XVI
Date .000020 H ..000050 N .000075 B .0001 N
Jan. 24. 129.515 129.320 129.170 129.030
Feb. 2. 129.510 129.360 129.150 129.015
Feb. 10. 129.537 129.317 129.220 129.080
Feb. 24. 129.500 129.324 129.165 129.020
Mar • 6
•
129.427 129.190 129.04 128.93
Average * 129.515 129.324 129.176 129.036
* March 6th. data not included in average.
determination of the Ao value
The Ao value cannot be measured experimentally for it If
the limiting value of Ac at zero concentration. Theory does not
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afford a satisfactory method for calculating it. From accurate data
at low concentrations however, upper and lower, limiting values of
A may "be calculated. These limiting values may be found by the
analytical method of Bates (34) or by graphical extrapolation.
The lower limit of the /Uvalue is obtained by assuming that
the Ostwald Dilution Law holds from the next to the lowest measured
concentration down to zero concentration. This lower limit was
actually found by plotting the values of y^- against G Ac for the two
consistent points in the most dilute solutions for each "run" and
extrapolating to zero concentration. These minimum values are tabu-
lated in Table XVIII and shown graphically in Figure D.
The upper limit of A c was determined in two ways; the graph
ical method and the analytical method. The graphical method gives
higher results than the analytical. Essentially it consists in as-
suming that the functional relation between A c and concentration
which holds in dilute solutions continues to hold down to zero
concentration. This upper value of A is actually found by superim-
posing two curves A and B,- Figure IS, made by plotting A c as ordin-
ates against G as abscissas in such a way that two points (m) and
(n) of each 3urve coincide. In this case the point (m) represented
aconcentration of .0002 U on curve B and 0.00002 8 on curve A. The
point (n) represented 0.0005 H on curve B and 0.00005 on curve A.
Curve A has a concentration range .00005 H to .0, curve B .0005 B
to 0. The ordinates for curve A are designated on the left hand
margin. The scale of ordinates for curve B is so chosen that the
point (m) on curve B coincides with m on curve A and so that the
point (n) on curve B co incide* with n on curve A. The ordinates at
the ri^ht in brackets correspond to the concentrations on the
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abscissas in brackets • The intercept of curve B at zero concentrat-
ion, reading the ordinates on the left hand margin gives the upper
limit of A .
Individual diagrams for each of the runs were made as des-
cribed above. The upper limits as found are indicated in Table XVIII
The analytical upper limit was obtained by the method of
Bates, (55). Values of A c were substituted in the following equation
where Cq, and Og represented a pair of the lowest concentrations,
/\ *~<l A 2 the corresponding A c values and then it was solved for
(n). Three pairs of concentration ranges were chosen for each run
using the values for A c appearing in Table XVI. If the value of
(n) reached a maximum, a new A ft value lower than the first was
chosen and (n) was recalculated. This method was continued till (n)
3howed no maximum and the highest value of l\ fulfilling the above
condition was used as the maximum value of A© g
An example will serve to ilustrate this method of calcu-
lation. The data chosen are from the A c values shown in Table XVI
for January 24th. The pairs of concentrations used are shown in
column I of Table XVII. The values of (n) corresponding to the dif-
ferent values of Ao are BhowB in the other columns.
Table XVII
Qoncentrat ion range A. =129. 65 /Ao =129 .66 AoZl£9.67
.000020-0.000050 1.979 1.922 1.880
0,000050-0.000075 1.932 1.906 l«a63
0.000075-0.0001 1.900 1.885 1.86
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Ao
Using as Aeither 129.65 or 129 #66 does not oause a maximum
to appear. However when the value of A reaches 129.67 a distinct
maximum shows itself. The value ohosen as the upper limit in this
case was 129.66 •
The upperAlimit of each run has been calculated as above.
Th« results of these calculations are shown in Table XVIII.
Table XVIII
Date
Analytical Graphical
Uoper jjo.; j U -
Jan. 24. 129. 666 129. 634 129. 71Q
Feb. 2. 129. 63 cb
129. 59
6
129. 71Q
Feb. 10. 129. 65Q 129. 64„o
129. 73
Q
Feb. 24. 129. 62Q
129. 60 9 129. 71Q
iiiarch 6. 129.64 129. 56Q 129. 645
The final choice of the A» value was based upon a study
of its influence upon the calculated value of the equilibrium con-
stant '£ • The variability of the mass law "constant" for a small
1
change in the value of /Uis quite apparent in dilute solutions. This
is due to the close dependence of the value of the term i-
upon the A. value. The variability of C (i- with a change
in A has already been referred to in Table I. The value of the
equilibrium "constant" at ze^-o concentration is not known but it will
approach a definite limit in sufficiently dilute solutions. The
changes in the value of K_ in very dilute solutions must be very
small because t n . thejnodynamio environment of the
solution is altered but slightly by a small change in the concentrat-
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ion. It is only sensible to assume under these conditions that the
values of £^ when plotted as ordinates against the values of the
corresponding concentrations as abscissas shall give a curve which
gradually flattens out and at zero concentration becomes parallel to
the concentration axis, A study of figures (h) and (M) shows this
to be tlie case.
Plots were constructed for each of the individual runs
having as abscissas the values of the concentration and as ordinates
the values of K*» • The values of for each run taken from TableM
XVI have been used v.ith varying /\ values and the K value calcu-
lated by substituting the5 3 values in the equilibrium expression.
These plots are shown in Figures F, 5, H, I, J, It is to be noticed
that the small change of 0,01 of a unit in the A^value produces
a decided change in the nature of the resulting curve. Considering
.figure (F), it is not reasonable to assume that the true relation of
iL, and C, could be represented in the dilute solutions by such rap-
idly changing curves as I and III, The true relation is expressed
by curve II, Assuming that curve II is the nearest to the three in
representing the true relation, then, the value for A c of each run
may be ahosen rather exactly. The /\ e chosen for each run by this
method is 3hown below.
Table XIX
Ao Date ft °Date
Jan. 24. 129. 65Q
^eb. 24 » 129. 62 ?
Feb. 2. 129. 62Q
Average 129. 63Q
Feb. 10. 129. 65 K karch 6. See FlgOTt J
•
I t f f
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By a oareful weighting of the results calculated for the
limiting values and the behavior of the equilibrium constants follow
ing a small change in the A a value chosen, the final A » value was
fixed. The value chosen was 129.64 i .02. The average value for the
four runs was 129.638.
By an inspection of the four curves P, G t H, X, the value
of was taken as 0.020 ± .001 • The individual values of K ^ taken
off the curve at zero concentration were :
A r.0199
o 3.0192
®
-.0202
@)^.0210
~ ~~ 1.0201
Ac values at r ound concentrations
A c values at round concentrations were determined by the
following method. A plot was made with A c as ordinates and A e as
abscissas using the experimental values of all four runs. This
plot extended from zero concentration to .001 9 • It was made upon
coordinate paper having ten squares to the inch, each inch square
on the ordinate axis representing 0.1 reciprocal ohm. The range of
the C A c values on the axi3 of the abscissas covered 70 inches.
Three A f values in the vicinity of .001 H had been determined in
connection with some of the runs and from them the points at .001 1
were fixed. These points checked the values found by Kohlrausch and
Maltby (36) to .02^. The present A c values at a concentration
greater than .001 1 are good.
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Table XX
Consent rat ion
... lea per l. A
.00102187 127. 22 4
.000958217 127.31
.00129902 126. 86
9
The position of the ourve passing thru the points in the
dilute solution was so fixed that the Jan. 24th. and Feb. 2nd. data
were given somewhat greater weight than the others. This was done
because the values of K calculated from these sets of data were
most consistent and agreed most closely with the value finally chosen
for iC, at zero concentration- See Figures F, Gr, H, I, J.-.
The locus of the ourve between .000020 N and zero concen-
tration was fixed by the U3e of the values chosen for A an,i for
This part of the curve is practically a straight line whose slope
oan be determined with the aid of the mass law. The value of
-^r^
gives the slope of the curve in this region. This oan be actually
calculated by equating the mass law relation to the selected value
of at zero concentration and getting the first derivative of A
with respect to A . The mas3 law expression ia
C
/
Ac
A
or if this i3 rearranged and grouped so that the variables A c and
G A
c
can be separated easily.
/ ' o E
A -A c
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For convenience let j -- > X: c
-
—
at the limit where x = o
- A o
A K E A Q k e t<e
If the value of K is taken as .020 then
1
A A
_
5"0
5"0
By supplying the value of A fc/\)f or a point at a concen-
tration in the vicinity of ,00002 9 the corresponding value of (- ^ AJ
may be found, A number of values of ^(e/v} were supplied in the final
equation above and the resulting calsulated values of ( - & A c ) were
added to the A 9 value. These points gave the locus of the curve in
the immediate vicinity of zero concentration.
The entire plot of A c against c \ is too large to be in-
cluded here so that only the upper part extending from zero concen-
tration to .00015 H is shown in Figure £• The values of A c and the
corresponding values of c A c under the heading Z are shown in
/ooo
Table XXI
In order to conveniently find the A c value for a given
round concentration, another plot was constructed having as c ' inates
A c , as abscissas C. The values of G corresponding to any A c were
calculated from values ofA t andCA c taken off the curve in figure K«
The values of Ac at round concentrations are shown in Table XXI,
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Table XXI
— 6Concentration L X 10 Ac
1 -A*Moles p<3r L. ± .02^ ± ,0fi£
0,0 .0 129.64 1.0000 0.020 0.0
.00001 1.2957 6 129. 57 6 .9995
n^n
. UUU^fc
,00002 2.5902 2 129.51 .9990
npnn
. uuuyy
.
y
.00003 3.8834^ 129. 44
? .9985-l
. U^UUy nm aq. UU-Lffctfg
.00004 5.1753^ 129. 384 .99803
nm Q7
. uu±y
/
g
.00005 6.4661_
D
129. 323 .9975 6
nP n^ nnpaa
6
•00006 7.7558^ 129. 26,,4 .9971
nnp on
.00007 9.04435 129. 205 .99664
no f|7
• U<-U /
q
.00008 10.332 129. 15Q .99622
H9T n nn^7ft~
. UUO
f
Oq
j .00009 11.618 ? 129. 09 ? .9958-l
DPI ^ nnAi ft
.
UUftXOy
.0001 12.904Q 129.048
.99543
HOT A nnA a a
.0002 25.736Q 128. 68Q
.9926 HP A A
.0003 38.530 c 128. 43 g .9907
n^T a nnQpQ
.0004 51.292Q 128. 23Q
•9891
2
m nft7
.0005 64.021
q
128. 04
2
.9876
?
m p^p
.0006 76.7226 I27.87.j_ •99636 .0427 5
m ^aa
.0007 89.397 127. 71Q .9851-l
rid. aa m 4-ftft
o
.0008 102.04. • y ootJg 6
m AT 1
.0009 114.66 127,40. .9827 £
01 7P7~
. Ul (bin
.001 127. 25Q 127. 25Q .98163 .05244 .01837.
Behavior of Potassium chloride with respeot to "t llQ MA 3 3
Lav/
In figures L
,
M, the
(
Ac
oiaas law oonatanta — kAc e
have "been plotted a3 ordinates againat the
/»«
oonoentration
aa abscissas. Figure M shows a amall portion of figure L magnified
about five fold. The figures //ere made to demonstrate the relative
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ohange in the value of K^, with a ten fold ohange of oonoentration
in different parts of the oonoentration range. In the oonoentrated
solutions this ohange in &> with a ten fold ohange in oonoentration
amounts to several hundred percent. As the solutions become more
and more dilute the ohange in ^ becomes le33 and less until in the
most dilute solutions K^, beoomes praotioally constant. These ohanges
in with a ten fold change in oonoentration are given in Table
XXII.
Table XXII
Moles Moles
per per
liter liter
1. 0.1 4.05
0.1 0.01 3.34
0.01 0.001 2.68
0.001 0.0001 2.46
0.0001 0.00001 1.08
The Ostwald Dilution Law beoomes a true relation for potas-
sium chloride when the oonoentration of the solution is sufficiently
dilute.
Upon consideration of the well known equations whioh are
intended to express the relation between A c and .viz.; the Bates
aquation.^ fe^O C K f /<' (cA'f and
tilt Kraus equation /_ ** \ A ° /
tt can be shown by the use of the data in dilute solution that they
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cannot express the relation over the entire conoentrat ion range.
The Bates equation oan he transformed into the following
or letting X Z log (K) and taking the logarithm of both sides the
above becomes
In this equation Log(^ is a linear function of logCA
A plot of this using the value of log * ) as ordinatea against
log G A as abscissas should give a straight line if the function
expresses the data. Values of the two variables were calculated over
a concentration range .005 N to .00002 H. and the resulting values
were plotted as described. From figure N it can be seen that curve
(1) is not a straight line. The slope (h) of the curve ia not con-
stant over any part of the concentration range included in the fig-
ure .
In like manner the equation of Kraus can be shown to be the
wrong function for expressing the relation of A e to C in dilute
solutions. It can be transformed as follows:
or Me -k.-. k'ffef
Taking the logarithm cf both sides
In this equation log (1L - becomes a linear function of
log A . The graph of this equation with log G A aa abacissas and
log ( K - k a ) as ordinatea, designated at right hand margin is shown

i.,(K.- K.)
^0
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in figure N. The values plotted represent a oonoentrat ion range from
•005 N to ,00002 11. The resulting ourve (2) is obviously not a
straight line.
The data used for the construction of figure N are shown
in Table XXIII.
Table XXIII
Oonoen-
trat ion
i.ioles
per
L.
G A /
-iog(iog—-)
^0
Kq (Ke-K ) -log(OA) -log(KE-X )
.005 .62165 .11215 5.607 .09215 .20645 0.12567
.001 .127258 .052443 2.6221 .03244 .89531 0.37817
.0001 .0129048 .021696 1.0848 .001696 1.8892 1.4516
.00008 .0103320 .021004 1.0502 .001004 1.9858 1.6723
.00004 .00517536 .020275 1.0137 .000275 2.2861 2,2285
.00002 .00259022 .02006 1.0030 .00006 2.5866 2.8857
1.0355
1.4889
2.7 706
2.9983
3.5606
4.2218
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SUMMARY
I* Conductivity water with a specific conductivity of
-6 •
(#053 - •070) X 10 at 18 C has been prepared in large quantities by
a 3infle distillation of ordinary conductivity water from a quartz
still into a quartz cell. This distillation was carried out in air
free from carbon dioxide and ammonia,
II. A quartz cell, about three liters capacity provided
with electrodes in the form of two coaxial platinum cylinders and so
constructed that nothing but quartz or platinum 3hall come in contact
with the water, has been designed and constructed for the measuring
of the conductivity of the water and the salt solutions prepared in i1
III. Potassium chloride solutions ranging in concentration
from .00002 H to .001 ii have been prepared in this conductivity water
out of contact with the atmosphere by the successive introduction in-
to the cell of small crystals of salt weighing about .005 grams. The
electrical conductivities of these solutions have been measured and
their equivalent conductances calculated.
IV. In order to ascertain the magnitude of the concentration
change due to the adsorption of the salt on the walls of the cell,
the specific adsorption of potassium chloride was determined by the
use of a large quantity of quartz fragments. This study consisted
in observing the conductivity of .001 H to .0005 B solutions of po-
tassium chloride in a special quartz cell before and after the addit-
ion of a definite quantity of well cleaned quartz fragments, know-
ing the magnitude of the surface of the fragments .and the surface of
the cell, the maximum concentration change resulting from adsorption
has been calculated.
V. The values of the equivalent conductance of potassium
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ahloride over the concentration range ,00002 H to ,001 N have been
let ermined experimentally. By a study of the data in the moat dilute
3olution, upper and lower limiting values of Ao in each run have been
fixed* The behavior of the mass law "constant" as a result of very
Bmall changes in the Ao value for each run, together with the limit-
ing values furnished a means for determining the value with a max-
imum uncertainty of 0,01$. The final value for Ao was taken as
129.64 1 .02, the average of the Ac from the four individual runs being
129,638.
The values of A c at round concentrations have been tabulat-
ed over the concentration range ,00001 J$ to .001 H,
VI, The value of the equilibrium "constant" has been
found to approach a constant value as the solution becomes suffic-
iently dilute. The limiting value at zero concentration was chosen
as .020+ .001, the average of the four runs being .020 . The relat-
ive increase of Km for a ten fold increase in concentration over dif-
ferent regions of the concentration range has been demonstrated
graphically in figures Jj and M.
VII. The empirical equations of Bates and of xLraus and Bray
intended to express the relation between equivalent conductance and
concentration have been tested between concentration range zero and
.005 U and have been found not to be capable of expressing the con-
ductivity data in this region.
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